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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

The health and biodiversity with in the Exmouth Gulf inspires individuals , not only those that call Exmouth home but many visitors to see such an incredible

thriving ecosystem . Opens our eyes and our hearts to this raw healthy eco system and makes us feel so so good that places like the exmouth gulf still exist in our

busy developed world :)

The area is important to local traditional owners.

A place for recreational use , whale watching , snorkelling , and local tourism operators, squidding .

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

Snorkelling , whale watching , reef viewing , relaxing , boating , diving, dog tinny touring

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

Pollution from boats, rubbish ,

Over fishing ,

Boat strikes to humpback whales and dugong ,

Prawn trawlling , disrupting the sea floor nursery ,

proposed plans for the sub sea seven and deep sea port

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

I value this place in its natural raw healthy wild state , for huge industrialised plans to go forth would render its beauty and safety for all the Marine life inhabitants .

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

Subsea seven deep sea port

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:



7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

No file was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

No file was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




